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Month of  April  2021

NOTABLE ACTIVITIES 

 WATER

Well folks  we have good news and some bad news.  Sunday April the 11th upon routine  
inspection  we had found well #1 to be broken down not running this is one of our older wells 
and is also our lowest producing well  and normally pumps at a rate of 120 gpm this well alone 
can  not support the  complete demand for our town but it  does produce good quality water 
that only requires Chlorine for treatment. The  Pump and Motor was pulled  for inspection and 
after the inspection it was decided to have the well inspected and cleaned and the pump and 
motor was replaced  April 26  and  now we are finishing up just in time for the warmer weather. 
The good news is that the backwash tank addition  has been completed and the tank system has 
worked perfectly  allowing for more capacity to back wash more effectively improving our water 
quality.

Well #1 Well #6 Completed back wash  tank Installation



SEWER 
This month  was business as usual  nothing notable to report  we did complete our monthly hot spot hydro flushing  this is a list of 
problem areas of town that need  more periodic flushing  either due to grease buildup or roots   we perform this monthly flushing 
the first week of every new month this flushing is done in conjunction with our annual system flush. 



BUILDING  GROUNDS 

STREETS/ STORM DRAINS 
April 8th we installed the new recycling / trash barrels  Downtown  which we added 4 additional stations this means that now we have trash and 
recycling barrels on both sides of 3rd st  this will help keep the litter down as our tourist will  have more conveniently located locations to place 
there litter and recycling and they look great they really meet the current theme of downtown .  Washington under crossing we found some fresh 
graffiti  this graffiti was quite large and  we painted over it  right away  as this activity will not be tolerated in our little community.

 The flagpole light located at the library was not wired to the outside lights that are on a timer  which was not efficient as the flag light was always on and now since  the 
light has been wired to the outside lights we are using less electricity these little savings here and there eventually add up and lead to further steps to going green.  With 
the Covid-19 slowing down and changing tiers we were able to return  our Park benches  to the parks with the necessary precautionary guidelines posted  also  our 
Awesome ball park has been opened backup as long as current covid-19 guidelines are followed this is  exciting as little league will be returning and  its starting to feel like 
we are gaining more normalcy during these tough times. 

Down town 3rd Street new trash and recycling barrels

Return of the Park benches




